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PROMOTION CONFIDENTIAL
Adventures in the Advancement Underbelly



Disclaimer

• These are my opinions and not necessarily the opinions of 
the university.

•My opinions are drawn from:

• Personal experience as a faculty member submitting packets.  I am 
now a Professor of Clinical Medicine, Step 2.

• As Chief of the Division of Hospital Medicine, ZSFG for 8 years

• Member of the Committee on Academic Personnel (CAP) from 
2015-18 during which time CAP reviewed 1400+ CVs.

• Chair of CAP for academic year 2017-2018.



Plan for Discussion
• Introduction to the topic
• Describe the steps of the promotion department within 

DOM
• Describe the various tracks for promotion
• Offer suggestions to optimize areas of the CV
•Mention several key evolving areas e.g. Diversity work
• Answer questions



Some reasons to have a promotion process

• To set expectations for our faculty
• To serve as one source of motivation
• To acknowledge our faculty
• To reward faculty for performance relative to others



What contributes to the promotion process 
raising our pulse rate?

• Uncertainty about the process.
• Raises questions of how I am recognized, valued, celebrated for who I 

am and what I do in my profession?
• Highlights in one place how I spend my time, what I have created, 

what I have achieved which reflects one version of my sense of self.  



The promotion process as a reflective 
practice.

• It’s an opening for a personal dialogue or one shared with a trusted 
colleague or mentor:
• Who have I been?  I see here laid out how I have spent my energy.
• Who  am I now? How much of this do want to continue? Want more of? Want 

less of?
• What parts of me do I want to unfold and develop going forward?



How does the promotion 
process work?



THIS FIGURE IS IN THE UCSF 
FACULTY HANDBOOK FOR 
SUCCESS 



Who sees my packet?
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references to ask them to be 
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Who sees my packet?

So that’s why 
it takes 6-8 

months!
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What are the tracks?



Determined by UC system
(politics of who is in the Senate)



How do the academic senate tracks differ?
• Strongly recommended to be 100% FTE – changing now e.g. family 

commitments by predominantly female faculty.
• Some faculty feel this is more prestigious, or validating.  If that’s the 

case with you then know what’s needed to get promoted and do it.
• Example – Clinician educator told me – “Being promoted in the Clin Ex track, 

was important to my identity as an educator.  To me it validated that teaching 
is valued by the University just like the researchers.”
• Example – In-residence colleague – “In this day and age, to be a fully funded 

scientist running an independent research program is a major achievement.  
Sure I teach, but I am proud to be seen as a scientist.”



How do I decide which track 
to pursue?



Real dialogue – not actors

• Young Jeff – Hey Talmadge, I’m starting to think about advancement.  
What track should I be pursuing?

• Talmadge – Whichever track feels like the best fit for what you plan to 
do.  Then learn what is required to be promoted in that track.  And do 
it.

• Jeff – Ok, Thanks



Details of Clinical Tracks

New addition.
To address new 
partners with 
non-teaching 
providers
e.g. Oakland 
Childrens
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HS Clin Requires: 
- Creative Activity

Clin Ex Requires:
- Creative Activity
- Dissemination



What are the key elements for promotion 
within in-residence?

Demonstrate that your trajectory will carry you to an 
independent creative program that is contributing at a 
national then international level or that once achieved 
you are maintaining your program at a productive level.



Examples of independence within in-residence
• Demonstrate intellectual independence from mentors.

• Authorship on manuscripts 

• Establish independent funding  
• Win competitive grants
• Move to PI or Co-PI status

• Establish productive collaborations 
• This demonstrates others value your work
• Large collaborative initiatives are great – use the narrative to highlight how you 

contributed. 

• Demonstrate how you are seen as a thought leader in your field
• Society leadership roles or initiatives; Journal editing

• Cultivate an expanding circle of mentees at all levels as you progress in rank
• Contribute to expanding knowledge base through teaching



PMAP as a Resource





Nitty Gritty on the actual Advance CV



Context for CAP review

• 9 -11 members with representatives from SOM, SON, Dentistry, Pharmacy 
serving 3 year terms
• A mix of In-Residence, Clin Ex and HS Clin faculty
• Currently 7 are non-clinically active faculty members

• CAP meets each Wednesday, 42 weeks of the year for 2.5 hours at 
Parnassus
• Reviews approximately 500 packets a year – all barrier steps, and major 

accelerations, from EACH school
• Each member reviews and presents to the group 1-2 packets each week
• Each packet requires 45 to 75 minutes of preparatory review by a CAP 

member to reliably present the faculty packet to the committee (often read 
very early in the morning or late at night)



This will be on the test - the single most 
important take home of the day
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The more you tell a coherent, compelling story in 
your CV, the more likely your CAP reviewer will 
reliably and enthusiastically tell the story you 
want told – your story.



Describe Key achievements or activities

• Awards
• Provide an explanation of the significance of the award for your 

field.  Often CAP members google the award to learn more.
• Service
• Tell CAP more about the significance of key committees
• Share details of service leadership
• “ I was the interim residency director for 11 months, it involved . . . “
• “My chairperson asked me to lead a task force to evaluate and address 

gender equity for salaries in our department of 300 faculty.  It involved . .”



Use the narrative sections to fill out your story

• Articulate themes developing or clearly developed in your 
activities
• How do the various committees in your department, UCSF, or 

Societies reinforce your interests?
• How has your clinical work informed development of curricula or 

collaborations with others?
• If your research/creative program is in transition, how are you 

approaching that transition?



Examples from my 
most recent packet
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Use the narrative sections to fill out your story

• Thoughtfully address holes in your packet, explain them, 
address what if anything you are doing about it
• “Over the last 2 years, I have successfully focused on winning multiple grants 

with publishing less a priority.  For the coming year I will be focusing on 
disseminating my work with 3 publications in preparation and 2 in press.”

• “ Over the first 3 years at Associate Professor, I was publishing 3-6 papers a 
year.  For the last 18 months, I was caring for a terminally ill family member 
which contributed to having one publication during that period.  With that 
work respectfully managed I am on track this year to publish 3 manuscripts 
with another new collaboration with great prospects to be productive.”



How is UCSF advancing diversity in the 
advance process?

A corollary to the 
diversity statement 
required for the hire 
of all new faculty



Diversity in the promotion process

• The University of California is committed to excellence and equity in 
every facet of its mission. Contributions in all areas of faculty 
achievement that promote equal opportunity and diversity should be 
given due recognition in the academic review process. This field 
provides an opportunity for highlighting your Contributions to 
Diversity. You should continue to list all academic contributions under 
the appropriate sections of the CV; here you may emphasize the 
impact of these contributions on diversity at UCSF and beyond. 



Diversity in the promotion process

Examples include: 
• Teaching, Mentoring, or University and Public Service activities that 
address the needs of diverse populations 
• Clinical activities for diverse patient populations 
• Efforts to advance access to education 
• Research that highlights inequalities



Utilize the narrative to illustrate how you, in your 
own way support UCSFs value of diversity

• “For the past 15 years, I have sponsored 1-2 students as summer 
interns in my lab. After taking the SOM’s difference’s matter seminar, I 
set a goal that I would be intentional recruiting students historically 
under-represented in basic science.”

• “After participating in the unconscious bias seminars my division 
sponsored, along with several colleagues we developed a DEI 
whiteboard talk that our faculty now incorporate when they teach on 
the wards.”



Other pieces drawing from 
your questions?



The Educators portfolio/The QI portfolio
- A structured way to detail activities that characterize who you are professionally
- Particularly useful for HS Clinical faculty to illustrate their creative output through systems/education work
- Time consuming to complete the first time.  
- Update it as part of your career planning process done quarterly/annually



How do the letters of recommendation work?

• Required at barriers steps – Asst. to Assoc. to Prof.  (not at merits)
• Request from colleagues at or above the level you are entering. 
• For HS Clinical must have 3 internal.  External are bonus if present
• For Academic series must have 3 internal and 3 external (evidence of national 

reputation)
• Often point of stress for Asst. to Assoc.  Securing external letters while building 

reputation
• Role of Society work – meet people in Committees.  You write letters for them vice versa
• Bonus of working at UCSF – someone you trained with might now be at another school
• Bonus of coming from elsewhere – someone there you trained with can write one
• By Assoc. to Prof. strong expectation that these letters will reflect working relationships



How do I include mentees?

• Required at barriers steps – Asst. to Assoc. to Prof.  (not at merits)
• Note the rank of each person; brief description of the nature of the 

mentoring; if they moved on where are they now?
• Clinicians DO NOT generate a list of every student, intern or resident you 

worked with on a 2 week clinical rotation.  Mentoring denotes a longitudinal 
meaningful relationship.

• As you ascend the ranks, we want to see an enlarging circle of 
mentoring activities appropriate to your professional activities. 
Examples of what that could be:
• Students; fellows; post-docs; Junior faculty; people at other sites; involvement 

in societies with developing people activities



How do I get an acceleration?

• Each Department can request a 1-year acceleration without need of CAP 
review
• CAP reviews a 2 or more year acceleration or one that comes back to back 

with prior promotion action
• Demonstrate exceptional performance in any one area for each year of 

acceleration requested. Not complete list of examples:
• Educational activity – received a major teaching award
• Program leadership – Started a new referral clinic for a disease now wildly successful
• Remarkably productive– awarded 3 RO1s; published 25 papers in last 16 months
• Service – Named President of my national society

• Service on CAP, IRB or Med School Admissions committee



How can I stay on top of this stuff?

• As part of your goal setting each year/quarter review and update your 
CV.
• It keeps it fresh
• It becomes a dashboard, if this is your identity, how well is it reflected in your 

CV?  What choices do you need to make?
• To make updating your CV easier keep folders for:
• Names/email of trainees who will write a reference
• eVals for any teaching you do
• Notification of awards or nominations for award



Key Resources

• Link to Office of UCSF Academic Affairs
• Terrific site filled with resources for all matters related to advancement 

including specific links listed below
• https://academicaffairs.ucsf.edu/academic-personnel/appointment-

advancement-reviews/
• UCSF Faculty Handbook for Success
• Offers detail describing each series
• Further details on review process
• https://senate.ucsf.edu/faculty-handbook

https://academicaffairs.ucsf.edu/academic-personnel/appointment-advancement-reviews/
https://senate.ucsf.edu/faculty-handbook


Key Resources

• Link to Personalized Mentoring Advancement Promotion Module 
(PMAP)

• For each track, at every rank, this website lays out key elements that will be 
considered for your promotion.  It serves up in palatable form the elements in 
the APM (see below)

• https://senateserviceportal.ucsf.edu/pmap/all.php

• Academic Personnel Manual (APM)

• Lays out the criteria by which UC faculty will be measured for advancement in 
each of the separate tracks at each level e.g. Associate; Full Professor

• https://www.ucop.edu/academic-personnel-programs/academic-personnel-
policy/appointment-and-promotion/index.html

https://senateserviceportal.ucsf.edu/pmap/all.php
https://www.ucop.edu/academic-personnel-programs/academic-personnel-policy/appointment-and-promotion/index.html


Key Resources

• Academic Clinical Titles Side-by-side comparison
• https://academicaffairs.ucsf.edu/academic-personnel/appointment-

advancement-
reviews/media/clinicalupdates/Clinical%20Policies%20Reference%20Sheet.pd
f

• Guide to CV in Advance
• https://academicaffairs.ucsf.edu/advance/media/CV_guidelines.pdf

• Your Mentor(s)
• Division Chief

https://academicaffairs.ucsf.edu/academic-personnel/appointment-advancement-reviews/media/clinicalupdates/Clinical%20Policies%20Reference%20Sheet.pdf
https://academicaffairs.ucsf.edu/advance/media/CV_guidelines.pdf

